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Imagine you’ve just walked through a plain, unmarked door,
into a plain, unremarkable room. The ceiling is 50 feet high,
and there’s a shelf running along all 4 walls, right up close
to the ceiling. 

On top of this shelf, there are diamonds, money, and all
sorts of priceless artifacts. But everything is out of reach. 

The floor is covered in all sorts of seemingly random
objects: sticks, stools, duct tape, coat hangers, a ladder.

Now, the longer you stay in this room, the more people
start to arrive. They start promising you a way to retrieve
the riches:

One person wants to show you how to duct tape several
sticks together to make one long one, so you can push
some of the jewels off the shelf. 

 

Another wants to show you a strategy where you convince
other people to form a human pyramid with you on top, so
you’re tall enough to pull items off the shelf. 

 
Still another person says they 
can show you how to stack the 
stools on top of each other to 
form a kind of rickety staircase 
to the ceiling. 

 
To skip ahead and learn about our #1 business model, click here.
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And finally, some weirdo tells you they can show you how 
to turn the coat hanger into a magnet so you can “attract” 
the gold coins and precious metals down to you.

Congratulations! You’ve just entered the world of making 
money online. And just like this room, it’s filled with people
offering “the best” solution to a simple problem: how to 
close the distance between you and the riches that are just 
out of reach. 

They claim to all have the newest, most reliable way to reach 
the shelf and grab your share of the wealth sitting on top of it. 

But in all these choices, contraptions, and systems, 
nobody ever bothers to ask:

“Why don’t you just use the ladder?”

It’s the fastest, simplest way to reach the top shelf. You can 
do it all on your own. You don’t need a fancy contraption 
to get the money. You don’t need a whole team of people 
to help you either. You just need somebody to point out the
obvious. 

It’s the fastest, simplest way to reach the top shelf. You can 
do it all on your own. You don’t need a fancy contraption to
get the money. You don’t need a whole team of people to 
help you either. You just need somebody to point out the
obvious. 

This whole situation is worse in the online world. 

For the fastest, simplest way to reach the top shelf, click here
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With a small ad budget, a quick landing page, and some
photoshopped screenshots, anyone can be an online guru,
promising you the new magic formula for printing money 
24/7. 

Everywhere you look, there are charlatans, scammers, 
and fly-by-nighters, just waiting for the opportunity to take
advantage of honest, hard working people looking for a 
way to make more money and live life on their own terms.

Which is why ScamRisk was founded in the first place. It’s 
our mission to help you - and the thousands of other folks
trying to improve their lives - sort through all the false 
promises and find the few legitimate business models 
that actually work.

Because make no mistake…the riches are out there, and 
they ARE within reach. The world has changed, and it’s 
opened up more opportunities to the everyday individual 
than ever before.

There’s no longer a need to rely on a 
paycheck every two weeks as your only 
source of income…

There’s no need to spend tens or hundreds 
of thousands of dollars to buy a real estate 
investment…

There’s no need to sink your life savings and all your time 
into a business opportunity that may or may not work…

Multiple streams of income are easier than you think, 
click here to find out more
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When the opportunity to make real, legitimate, honest 
income online is out there.

Let’s look at the numbers:

On average, 1,700 new millionaires are created every single 
day. 630 of those make their fortunes entirely online. So 
the opportunity is there, and ripe for the taking. 

But the path is filled with pitfalls, distractions, and 
temptations. Which is why, in this book, we will give you the 
4 keys to success in building a consistent online income:

Key #1: Avoid Shiny Objects
Key #2: Get Clear On Your Destination
Key #3: Reprogram Your Mind
Key #4: Find The Right Path

Key #1: Avoid Shiny Objects

The “next big thing” is the quickest path to failure for 
most online business owners. Because when we start
something new, chances are we won’t be very good at it.

Most things feel hard at first. And as humans, we’re not
programmed to push through the difficulty until we get
better.

We’re programmed to find something easier. And in the 
online world, everyone is always promising “an easier 
solution”.

To find out how so many online millionaires are created each day click here
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This “easier solution” is the fastest way to end up stuck in 
the exact same position 12 months from now. 

How? 

Well, think of it this way:

Let’s say - for example - you decide to start an affiliate 
marketing business. 

And the first training program you buy tells you to build a
website and a blog, and try to rank it on Google.

So you build a website, and write a couple blog posts, but
nobody comes to your site. It’s only been a month, and 
you realize you don’t know much about SEO and you don’t 
want to wait 6 months for your articles to start ranking.

Suddenly, you see another program that claims the 
“right way” to do affiliate marketing is to “build a list” using
Facebook Ads. 

So you decide to buy that program and an email marketing
software, and start running Facebook Ads.

It’s been another month, and you’ve spent a few hundred 
or a few thousand dollars on Ads. But still no sales.

Then, you read about this magical new software that can 
write articles in 5 minutes! So you spend another $500 on 
that and give the whole blog website another go. Only, the
software writes terrible articles, and you spend a whole 
month just rewriting them.

12 months to your dream life: click here  
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And now, you see another program that says “Facebook 
Ads are dead. If you want to build a list properly, you need 
to run Google Ads.” So you buy that course, and waste 
another few hundred to a few thousand dollars on Google 
Ads, and still no sales.

So now, you’re 4 months in, you have no sales, you’re out a 
few thousand bucks, and 
you’ve made zero progress.

You’re angry, disappointed, 
and you’re ready to just give 
up on this whole thing.

And then you blame the industry, or “the scammers”, or 
even the internet for your failure to succeed. 

But in reality, if you’d just stuck with that blog website,
sharpened your SEO skills, and went all in on learning 
how to rank those articles, you’d be making money right 
now.

Instead, you wasted 4 months trying a bunch of things and
giving up before you could get anything to the finish line.

You allowed the shiny objects to take you off the path.

And it’s the same in any other online business model…

Amazon FBA?

Switching from arbitrage to wholesale to private label to custom
merch every couple weeks,
Choose a path and stay on it: click here for our #1 recommendation 
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Instead of focusing on one method and making it 
profitable, is why so many new Amazon sellers fail and give
 up in just a few months.

Same thing in other e-commerce spaces…

Dropshipping, to Print on Demand, to corporate swag.

Every single one of these things work, but only if YOU work 
THEM. And not just for a few weeks. You need months or 
even years of deep focus to make it work.

So avoid shiny objects at all costs. They will drain you of 
your time, your money, your focus, and your enthusiasm,
leaving you burned out, unmotivated, and discouraged.

Key #2: Get Clear On Your Destination

Before you start your journey, you need to know where 
you’re going. Once you do that, you can quickly and easily
reverse engineer the shortest path between you and your 
goal.

This, more than anything else, is why most folks attempting 
to start an online business fail. They don’t have a clear idea
of their destination, which makes them far more likely to 
get distracted by shiny objects.

After all, if you don’t have a path, every path looks good.

So, before we go any further, take some time to think 
about where you want to end up…

Do you have a destination in mind? Click here to get there 
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Do you want to spend your entire life traveling, without 
ever having a permanent address?
Do you want to move to the swankiest zip code in town?

Do you want to work no more than an hour a day from the
beach?

Is your priority money or time freedom? Is control or 
prosperity more important?

These are the questions you need to ask and answer 
before you can begin this journey. Otherwise, like 90% of 
the people who enter this world, you’ll take a few steps 
down one path before a shiny object lures you down 
another.

Let’s break these questions down one by one, and then, in 
the following exercise, you’ll answer these questions 
yourself:

Do you want to spend 
your entire life traveling, 
without ever having a 
permanent address?

If you do, then you need to think about the type of business
that supports that lifestyle. If you want to wake up in a 
different country every month, then it probably doesn’t 
make sense to start an ATM or vending machine business
(unless, of course, you completely trust the people handling 
all that cash and product…I wouldn’t). 

No matter your goal, this system can help you get there
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If you want to travel the globe, it probably also doesn’t 
make sense to be an inbound salesperson or phone closer,
since time zones are a thing. It’s hard to see the world if 
you’re up all night taking calls and have to sleep all day to
recover.

Do you want to move into the swankiest zip code in
town?

If location-independence doesn’t really matter to you, 
then you have more options…but you still need a plan. If 
you want to move into one of the most expensive
neighborhoods in your city, you need to get crystal clear on 
the numbers. 

How much cash do you need to put down, and what’s the
monthly mortgage payment? If you’re planning to buy all 
cash, exactly how much will you need to save up? What 
about utilities and home insurance? Does this house have 
a pool? How much is the monthly maintenance for that? 
Any HOA fees?

The point of this question isn’t to dive into “Home Buying 
101”. It’s to help you understand exactly what you’re 
working towards. If you know the exact number you need 
to buy that dream house, and can put that number 
everywhere so you never forget it, you’ll start looking at
opportunities (and especially shiny objects) differently.

With a clear number, you’ll know to ask yourself “is this new
program/opportunity going to get me to my magic number
faster? 
Click here to discover a business model that works in any zip code
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Or will it take me off course?” And it will force you to stay
disciplined. Because you’re working towards something 
real, instead of a vague idea like “financial freedom”.

Do you want to work no more than an hour a day from
the beach?

What are you willing to sacrifice to get here? Do you want to 
only work an hour a day starting right now? Are you willing 
to quit your job and devote 16-hour days for the next 3-6
months to make this dream a reality? Or do you have a job 
that allows you to spend a few hours of your work day 
building your business on the side?

All of these things factor into what path you should take. If 
you can only dedicate a few hours a day, maybe something 
in the Amazon FBA world would be good for you. If you’re 
fine putting in 16-hour days for months and backloading all 
the progress (and money), you may do ok in affiliate 
marketing. If you only have an hour a day, maybe Digital Real
Estate would be your best path.

Is your priority money or 
time freedom? Is control or 
prosperity more important?

There are plenty of ways to 
make money. You need to ask yourself WHY you want more
money?Is it about buying a car that makes everyone jealous?
Is it about traveling the world? Is it about having the time 
and income to homeschool your kids?

Click here for a business model that generates income while you relax 
on the beach
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This matters, because there are tons of ways to make loads
 of money online, but if your goal is more time, a lot of 
these won’t work for you. And on the subject of time, is it 
really about working an hour a day? Or is it more control 
over your schedule?

If you hate working 9-5, or do shift work and can’t stand 
the inconsistency, then maybe it’s just about the freedom 
to decide WHEN you work, instead of not having to work at 
all.

So here’s what’s next: Go through and write out your
responses to the two questions on the following pages. For 
an exercise like this, it’s better to print these pages and fill 
out the answers by hand (yes, with a paper and pen). If that’s
not an option though, use the notes app on your phone or
computer.

Question 1: Describe your ideal day in excruciating
detail…what time you wake up (if you even have to
wake up at a certain time), your routine to start the 
day, how you work, HOW MUCH you work, what you 
do to pass the time, what you eat, who you spend 
time with, what content you consume…all of it. Get
extremely specific on what your perfect day looks like.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Make your ideal day your reality 
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_____________________________________________________________

Question 2: What is motivating you to look for
opportunities outside your current income sources? 
In other words, WHY do you want to start an online
business, or make passive income, or create 
additional income streams? If the answer is simply 
“I want to be rich,” think a little deeper. There’s 
more going on. Get to the source of it.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Key # 3: Reprogram Your Mind

It sounds cliché, but the thing that separates successful 
people from the rest isn’t that they had more talent, or skill, 
or money, or luck…

It’s that they had more tolerance.

Specifically, a tolerance for failure. 
While most people avoid failure (or even the tiniest chance 
of it), successful people run towards failure like a long-lost
lover.

Discover how over 2,000 people achieved success by embracing failure .
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Why?

Because every setback is a lesson learned…not just once, 
but several times over.

Each failure doesn’t just teach them to overcome the 
obstacle immediately in front of them, but it also provides 
the foresight to avoid them in the future.

The problem is, most people who attempt to start a 
business, develop a second income stream, or try a side 
hustle never make it this far. 

Because they’re so scared to fail, they deprive themselves 
of the powerful lessons each experience offers.

But it’s not your fault! Because from the time we’re very 
young, humans are conditioned to fear failure.

Whether it’s failing to get into the best college, failing to
maintain a marriage, failing to please your parents (and 
then boss)…

We’re taught that failure is permanent, disgraceful, and an
unchangeable part of our identity.

And because of this toxic relationship with failure, many 
would-be entrepreneurs will give up before they even get
started.



A destination 
An identity
Permanent 

 A mistake is just an excuse to celebrate a lesson learned. 

But if you can reprogram your mind to understand that 
failure is not: 

And instead realize that failure is simply a stepping stone 
on your path to success, you’ll significantly shorten the 
distance between where you are and where you want to 
be. 

So, how can we learn to embrace failure?

Start by reminding yourself of the following principles:

1.
       A lesson that won’t just help you now, but will keep 
       helping you for years to come.

   2. Whenever you bump up against an obstacle, it’s just 
        life’s way of pushing you back on to the right path.

   3. Failure is an event, not an identity.

   4. You’ve only failed if you’ve given up.

And finally, remember:

"It doesn’t matter how many times you’ve failed. 
You only have to be right once.”

– Mark Cuban
 Click here to take your first stepping stone towards success  
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Key # 4: Find The Right Path

Many rivers lead to the same ocean. 

Meaning, there are multiple ways to reach your goals. 
Once you know where you want to go, it’s time to decide 
how to get there.

Which begs the question:

Out of all the business models out there, which is the right 
one for you?

You might have some idea already…that’s why you came to
ScamRisk in the first place.

But with so many options, it can be hard to determine 
which is the best fit for your particular goals and needs.

Not to mention, sorting through countless different 
“solutions” keeps you stuck in the same spot, wasting 
precious time instead of moving forward.

We created ScamRisk to speed up this process…with just 
a quick glance you can see whether a program is worth
pursuing or a major red flag.

And after researching and reviewing dozens of business
models and thousands of individual programs, we believe 
we have found the perfect solution for those who want:

ScamRisk helps you find your right path, click for our #1 recommendation 
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More money
More time

More control
 

This system is called Digital Real Estate, and it’s a simple,
reliable way to generate multiple streams of income online.

The key to success here is the creation of small “Digital 
Rental Properties”, tiny websites which can be built in just 
a few hours.

These websites are positioned in key areas of the 
internet, where the ideal customer with money to spend
is sure to find them.

But the real genius in this system comes from the fact that 
you don’t actually have to take care of - or even deal with -
these customers. 

Because another business owner pays you to send the
customers to them.

In other words, they are renting the customers from you. 

You own the digital asset, which means you have all the
control.

Control over your prices, 
over the time you spend, 
and over the “digital 
tenants” you choose to take
 on. 

To become a Digital landlord, click here 
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No large down payments
No monthly mortgage
No expensive repairs or maintenance
No messy evictions (you can switch tenants with 

No waiting months or even years to profit off your
investment (Digital Real Estate is almost always 

Unlike traditional real estate, Digital Real Estate doesn’t 
come with any of the drawbacks:

       just a few clicks, no lawyers or court dates necessary)

      profitable from Day 1)

The average Digital Rental Property rents for $500 to 
$2,000 a month, with a 90-95% profit margin (meaning 
your take-home pay could range from $450 to $1,900 per
month, PER property).

But putting the money aside for a moment, the reason 
we believe Digital Real Estate is the #1 business model 
out there (today and for years to come) is because of the
freedom it offers.

Location Freedom
Because all you really need is a laptop and an internet
connection, this business can be done from anywhere.

Time Freedom
The average Digital Rental Property, once set up and 
running, requires only 1 to 2 hours of maintenance per 
month, making it one of the more passive business 
models out there.

Discover if Digital Real Estate is the right fit for you: click here to learn more.
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Growth Freedom
Because Digital Real Estate is infinitely scalable (growing 
from 1 Digital Rental Property to 2, 2 to 4, 4 to 8, etc. is 
even easier than setting up your first one), you have total
control over how big your business grows and how much 
you can earn.

Relationship Freedom
No more boss. You only report to yourself, and if a specific
“digital tenant” is giving you a hard time, you can end the
relationship with 2 clicks and replace them with a new, 
higher-paying tenant that same day.

Purpose Freedom
In Digital Real Estate, you aren't just helping yourself…you 
are providing a much-needed service to business owners 
who need more customers. Not billion-dollar corporations, 
but small, mom-and-pop businesses who use their extra 
profits to keep the lights on, put food on the table, and 
take care of their families. There’s an impact component 
to Digital Real Estate that you just don’t get with other 
business models, like dropshipping, Amazon FBA, or 
affiliate marketing.

Karmic Freedom
Remember that with Digital Real 
Estate, you never have to 
question whether what you’re 
doing is “good” or “right”. You’re
not selling questionable products 
at a high markup, or trying to recruit your friends and family
into a pyramid scheme. 

Make money, help others, live your best life 
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You’re making money while putting good into the world, 
and - whether you believe it or not - that good will come 
back around multiple times over.

Now, with all that said, you don’t have to pursue Digital 
Real Estate. This is simply our team’s recommendation 
based on our research. 

However, if this seems like the right fit for you, we’ve 
identified a specific program that has, for many years, 
over-delivered and created thousands of success stories.

With over 2,000 students making $5,000 to $50,000 a 
month, we are confident in recommending this program 
to ScamRisk readers, should they decide Digital Real Estate 
is the right path for them.

Conclusion

This book is only your first step. At the end of the day, 
these principles, should you choose to use them, will take 
you far.

But only if you act on them. 

This book is not a reason to stay in the same place, 
continue “researching,” or find excuses to not get started.

Instead, this book should be your motivation to take your 
next step, move forward, and build momentum towards
achieving your goals.

Digital Real Estate has already helped over 2,000 others 
achieve financial freedom. Will you be next?
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Avoid shiny objects
Get clear on your destination
Reprogram your mind to embrace failure instead of 

Find the right path for you and your goals

As long as you: 

       fearing it

You will put yourself in an excellent position to succeed,
regardless of which business model or program you 
choose.

ScamRisk is here to help you on your journey, but it’s up 
to you to put these teachings into action.

To your limitless success,

The ScamRisk Team

The end is just the beginning, start taking action.
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